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OPERATING PRINCIPLEOPERATING PRINCIPLEOPERATING PRINCIPLEOPERATING PRINCIPLE    

An evaporator is the centerpiece of maple syrup production.  It is with evaporation that the flavor 

and color of maple syrup will grow.  The Tsunami evaporator is the most efficient wood 

evaporator offered by H2O Innovation, it offers high energy efficiency and an optimized contact 

surface. 

The taste of the maple grows in flat pans (Maillard reaction) but to have a good efficiency, the 

ratio of flat and flue pans is important. 
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SAFETY INSTRUCTIONSAFETY INSTRUCTIONSAFETY INSTRUCTIONSAFETY INSTRUCTION    AND DESCRIPTIONAND DESCRIPTIONAND DESCRIPTIONAND DESCRIPTION    

 

A wood evaporator is a dangerous equipment.  You should always wear heat-resistant gloves and 

clothes when operating the evaporator.  

While having visitors, especially children, make sure they keep a safe distance from the 

evaporator. 

A wood evaporator uses wood as fuel and gives off intense heat at the smoke stack and at the 

front of the arch.  Make sure the floor is strong enough to support the weight of the evaporator 

and its components.  Keep a minimum distance of 48’’ between the wall and the evaporator and 

36’’ at the rear.  If you can not respect that minimum distance, a heat-resistant sheathing must 

be installed to protect the wall.   

Pay a special attention to make sure you will be able to open the door completely to feed the 

evaporator, but also to ensure a safe working space when the door is open. 

Make sure your smoke stack and steam hood are not obstructed.  Install a roof jack for each stack.  

It is highly recommended to have a ceiling high enough to allow you to lift the hood using a pulley 

system. 

We recommend you contact your insurance company to ensure you are respecting their safety 

standards.  Each company has its own safety rules. 
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COMPONENTSCOMPONENTSCOMPONENTSCOMPONENTS    

 

 

 

 

The tsunami evaporator has 2 or 3 blowers depending of its size.  One is for the front door too 

cool down the door and stir up the embers.  The other one(s) are for the grates. 
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INSIDE THE TSUNAMI EVAPORATOR 

 

 

The Tsunami has an insulated combustion chamber using ceramic wool panels.  The walls of the 

firebox are made of refractory bricks, its floor is made of iron grates to allow the air of the fan to 

pass through. 

Depending on its size, the Tsunami evaporator has two or three blowers.  One fan blows air on 

the door and the second (and the third) is used for the combustion chamber.  The air flow is 

controlled by two potentiometers on the control panel. 

The control panel on the Tsunami is for blower’s air flow control and modulation (hot air and 

grates); a timer to time the period between wood fillings and to stop the fan; a digital interface 

that indicates temperature inside the combustion chamber. 
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Float box 

H2O Innovation float boxes have an adjustable inlet as for all conventional float boxes.  Its major 

difference is its settling tank allowing sugar sands to settle instead of going on the flat pans.  At 

the bottom of the settling tank, there is a 1’’ valve to allow easy and quick removal of sugar 

sands.  
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INSTALLATIONINSTALLATIONINSTALLATIONINSTALLATION    

If your sugarhouse is well insulated, you will have to create air inlets to improve your evaporator 

combustion and steam evacuation. 

 

1. Remove the wheels under the evaporator. 
2. Remove the pans from the evaporator, adjust the adjustable legs to level the evaporator 

use a carpenter level. 
3. Replace the pans on the evaporator starting by the rear water pan (the biggest), place it 

on the collar at the back.  Then install the syrup pans in the front.  Make sure the pans are 
well leveled, then install the stack. 

4. Install the roof jack for each of your stacks.  Seal the joint to prevent leakage.  Install the 
steam pipe (if applicable) and the smoke pipe.  Put the storm collar around the pipe and 
finally install the stack cover.  Make sure that the prevailing wind will close the cover. 

5. Attach steel cables to the pipes to keep them in place.  Do not to overtighten the cables 
as the stack expands as it warms up. 

6. Install the float boxes and connections.  To avoid leaks, put Teflon tape on each of the 
threads.  Do not thread stainless to stainless without using Teflon tape, it will seize up. 

7. Install the water levels. 
8. Use only dry wood without paint or chemicals.  Never use plastics, tires, coal or any other 

fuel.  Using unauthorized products will void the warranty. 
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ABOUT THE WOODABOUT THE WOODABOUT THE WOODABOUT THE WOOD    

Wood quality will have a major impact on your evaporator performance.  A poor wood quality will 

reduce the evaporation level, more wood loading and darker syrup.  For example, oak gives 29 

million BTU per cord vs 16 million for pine (see table below).  Wood should not be green and 

should have dried at least one year; the moisture content should be less than 20% and the wood 

diameter should be less than 8’’. 

 

Use only dry wood without paint or chemicals.  Never use plastics, tires, coal or any other fuel.  

Using unauthorized products will void the warranty. 

  

Essence Latin name Wood
Rendement/

Performance

Chêne blanc Quercus alba White oak 30.8

Caryer ovale Carya Ovata Shagbark hickory 30.6

Pommier Malus Apple tree 30.0

Caryer cordiforme Carya Ovata Bitternut hickory 29.2

Érable à sucre Acer saccharum Sugar maple 29.0

Hêtre américain Fagus grandifolia American beech 27.8

Chêne rouge Quercus rubra Northern red oak 27.2

Bouleau jaune(merisier) Betula alleghianiensis Yellow birch 26.2

Frêne d'Amérique Fraxinus americana American ash 25.0

Orme d'Amérique Ulmus americana American elm 23.8

Érable rouge Acer rubrum Red maple 23.8

Cerisier tardif Prunus serotina Wild black cherry 23.5

Bouleau à papier Betula papyrifera Paper birch 23.4

Cerisier noir Prunus pensylvanica Black cherry 23.1

Bouleau gris Betula populifolia Gray birch 22.7

Frêne noir Frainus nigra Black ash 22.6

Érable argenté Acer saccharinum Silver maple 21.7

Peuplier faux tremble Populus tremuloïdes Quaking aspen 17.7

Noyer cendré Juglans cinerea White walnut 17.4

Peuplier baumier Populus balsamifera Balsam poplar 17.0

Tilleul d'Amérique Tilia americana American basswood 17.0

Mélèze Larix laricina Larch 24.1

Épinette rouge Picea rubens Red spruce 19.3

Pruche Tsuga canadensis Hemlock 17.9

Pin blanc Pinus strobus White pine 17.1

Thuya occidental Thuja occidentalis Western white cedar 16.3

Épinette blanche Picea glauca White spruce 16.2

Sapin baumier Abies balsamea Balsam fir 15.5

Résineux/Softwood

Feuillus/Hardwood

HEAT POWER IN MILLIONS OF BTU PER 128 CUBIC FEET (4X4X8) AIR DRIED

POUVOIR CALORIFIQUE EN MILLIONS DE BTU PAR CORDE DE 128 PIEDS CUBES (4X4X8) SÉCHÉE À L'AIR
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OPERATIONOPERATIONOPERATIONOPERATION    

Before starting: 

1. Make sure the outlet of the tank feeding the evaporator is at least 12’’ higher than the 
level in the rear pan.  Connect the tank with the rear float box. 

2. Install a thermometer or a temperature controller at the outlet of the rear pan.  Calibrate 
it in boiling water, adjust its temperature to 0°F. 

3. Open the smoke stack hinged cover of the smoke pipe. 
4. Open the valve of the feeding tank.  Fill up the flue pan until the level reaches 2’’ above 

the channels.  After starting the evaporator, stabilize the water level 1’’ above the 
channels.  Adjust the rear float to maintain sap level. 

5. Open the front float box valve and fill the syrup pans up to 1’’1/2 with water.  Adjust the 
front float to maintain water level. 
To adjust the water level, use the screw on the picture below: 

• Unscrew to raise the level. 

• Screw to lower the level. 

 
6. During the season, clean frequently O-ring, clamp and ferrule because sugar deposits 

could affect the sealings of the connections.  Use food grade grease for each component 
in contact with sap or maple syrup. 
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7. For the first ignition, fill ¼ of the combustion chamber before firing.  If temperature rises 

too much it’s possible that the cement cracks. 
8. Prepare fire in the firebox.  Use hard wood, diameter about 2-3’’ or 4-6’’ for bigger 

evaporator, length from 20 to 36’’.  Fully fill the fire box up to 8’’ of the syrup pan.  Keep 
a minimum distance of 8’’ between the fire and the door.  Ignite the fire.  

9. Once lit, start fans speed slowly for about 2-5 minutes, then put it at maximum.  ‘’Hot air’’ 
fan is used to send more air into the door to deliver more heat to the front or back of the 
evaporator.  ‘’Grids’’ fan is used to adjust the total heat in the combustion chamber try to 
stay between 1 000-1 100°F.  The evaporator will stop automatically at 1 200°F (this 
measurement. is taken under the stack).  The grid potentiometer should be adjusted at ¾ 
(arrow) for a better efficiency wood/boiling.  The potentiometer can be adjusted 
according to wood quality. 

10. The timer can be used to time the period between wood fillings, it serves to stop the fans.  
When you stop working with the evaporator, to evacuate the heat, you must adjust the 
timer to 30 minutes and let the fans run without any wood input (just ember). 

 
11. Pay attention to the front and rear water level.  Use the screw on the floats to adjust the 

level 
12. Maple syrup is ready when its temperature reaches 7°F above boiling point of water – the 

boiling point is collated with atmospheric pressure.  Open the valve when syrup is 
reaching this temperature and close it when the temperature starts to drop. 

13. Repeat the operation each time the temperature reaches 7°F above boiling point of 
water.  While using a thermo regulator it will automatically control the valves 
compensating the boiling point with the atmospheric pressure. 

14. After gaining experience, you will be able to lower the level in the pans.  The ideal level is 
1’’ above the flues of the flue pan and 1’’1/2-2’’ in the flat pan.  Do not lower the level 
too much, lower the level is, faster is the boil so risks of burning the pans will increase.   

 
NOTE: Anti-foam can be required when operating the evaporator.  When syrup is generating too 

much foam it can affect the float box causing instability on the water level and a risk of lack of 

water.  Anti-foam also prevents spills of syrup. 
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Draft adjustment 

The draft adjustment on a wood evaporator is done using the adjustment key (see picture below).  

If smoke escapes from the door you must open the rear key gradually.  The more the key is 

opened, the stronger the draft will be; a too much open key represents a significant loss of energy.  

The stack above the top of the roof shall be at least 3’ and two times the evaporator length.  If 

the draft is insufficient, add another piping section.  If the draft is too strong, remove a section.  

Clean frequently the ashes under the grates. 
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TROUBLESHOOTINGTROUBLESHOOTINGTROUBLESHOOTINGTROUBLESHOOTING    

Inconstent level in pans 

 

• Realign the float box arm. 

• Syrup makes too much foam and impacts the reading of the float.  Use anti-foam. 

• Dismantle the float box and clean it.  There might be dirt that prevents the box from 
closing tight. 

• Clean the O-ring on the float box. 

• There is a leak in the float and it is getting filled with sap. 

• Sap tank is too high putting too much pressure on the float box. 

• Sap tank is too low and there is not enough pressure to push over the float box. 

 

Making syrup before the finishing pan 

 

• When happening, open the valve to fill up your draw-off syrup tank until the temperature 
is adjusted.  Then put back (slowly and by small quantity) the syrup at the beginning of 
the flue pan. 

• Increase the draft in order to decrease the heat on the first finishing pan. 

• Decrease the door fan speed to bring back the heat at the front of the evaporator. 
 

Intense heat at the front, doors hotter than usual, red doors 
 

• Wood too close of the doors.  It must be at least 8’’ from the doors. 

• Use the adjustment key to increase the draft.  Open the key. 

• Increase the door fan speed to bring the heat at the back of the evaporator.   

 

Evaporator boils little, intense heat at the stack, red stack 

 

• Use the adjustment key to decrease the draft.  Close the key.  

• Fan speed of the grids is too strong.  Decrease it.  
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MAINTENANCEMAINTENANCEMAINTENANCEMAINTENANCE    

Daily drain and clean float box, floats and pipes going to the pan.   

 

When to clean pans 
Pan cleaning frequency depends on the time of the season, on the amount of sugar sand forming 

at the bottom of the pan and on the size of the evaporator.  Check the syrup pan every hour.  

Immediately, when there is too much deposit at the bottom, replace the pan with a clean one or 

clean it.  Excessive deposits on the pan could burn it.  Flue pan cleaning frequency depends on the 

size of the evaporator and the quantity of sugar sand in sap.  Usually, a mid-season cleaning is 

enough.  Again, excessive deposits on the pan could burn it or cause cracks at the bottom of the 

flue.  Your flue pan must be checked every day, pay special attention to the corners. 

 

Cleaning pans 

 

1. Fill the pans with filtrate or clean water.  Fill up to the height of the dividers to make sure you 
remove any dirt that may have accumulated in your pans. you will remove all the dirt on your 
pans.  If using a H2O pan washer skip next steps. 
 

2. Add pan detergent recommended by H2O Innovation (read label for proper dosage). 
 

3. Heat the water up to 90°C (194°F).  Stop the fire.  Let it soak all night.  
 

4. Drain and rinse a lot to ensure there is no acid left.  
 

5. Fill the pan again to the top with filtrate or clean water.  Use soda polycarbonate to neutralize 
all acid residues.  Let it soak 15 minutes then drain and rinse one last time.  
 

6. Never use abrasive products, steel wool or products containing chlorine or muriatic acid.  
 

7. If there is burnt syrup on the outside of the pans, you can use commercial cold oven cleaner.  
It will dissolve the syrup without damaging the pans.  To bring back the shine of the pans, use 
industrial foaming cleaner for glass.  You can also use a mix of water and white vinegar (half 
and half).   

 

Note for under pan cleaning: Never use abrasive products.  Take an appropriate brush to rub back 

and forth under the pan and between flue.  If using a pressure washer, make sure the pan is dried 

quickly after washing: water and soot will turn into acid, causing damage to the pan.  
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Storage between seasons 

 

IMPORTANT : If there is any acid left in the pan between the seasons, the pans will be damaged 

and punctured at the next season.  

1. To allow air circulation around the pans, put them on wood blocks.  Excessive humidity could 
damage the pan. 

 

2. Make sure pans are clean.  Remove all the sugar sand by doing a good acid wash.  For the flue 
pan, it is necessary to brush the inside and outside of the flue.  Use the appropriate brush.  

 

3. Never use abrasive products, steel wool or products containing chlorine or muriatic acid.  Pans 
will be damaged; those damages are not covered by the warranty. 

 

4. Silicone O-ring shall be greased with food grade grease in order to prevent them from drying.   
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Water quantity in the water pan - US gallon  

(level equal with the flue) 
 

Dimension Flue Height US gallon 
US gallon  

(for each inch above 
the flue) 

3’ X 10’ 7’’ 40.1 13 

3’ ½ X 12’ 7’’ 53.8 17.5 

4’ X 12’ 7’’ 59.5 20 

4’ X 14’ 7’’ 73.2 25 

4’ X 15’ 7’’ 73.2 25 

5’ X 12’ 7’’ 70.9 24.9 

5’ X 14’ 7’’ 87.1 31.2 

5’ X 16’ 7’’ 87.1 31.2 

6’ X 14’ 7’’ 104.5 37.5 

6’ X 16’ 7’’ 104.5 37.5 

These quantity, although approximate, give a good idea of the volumes to be used. 
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Performance – Evaporation in gallons of water per hour 

 

Dimension Imperial gallon US gallon 

3’ X 10’ 90 108 

3’ ½ X 12’ 125 150 

4’ X 12’ 150 180 

4’ X 14’ 145 174 

4’ X 15’ 190 228 

5’ X 12’ 180 216 

5’ X 14’ 210 252 

5’ X 16’ 240 288 

6’ X 14’ 252 302 

6’ X 16’ 288 345 

 

IMPORTANT 

This table is indicative only.  The performance depends on several factors such as the type of 

wood, the draft, etc. values are +/- 20% 

 


